Children’s Sher Dance Game as Documented by Zanvl Pipe, compiled by Helen Winkler
In “The Shtetl Book,” (Diane K. Roskies and Dvid G. Roskies, Ktav Publishing House Inc. 1975), the following
passage appears:

The primary source was Folklore Research Center Studies, Volume II [HEBREW / YIDDISH] Shmuel Zanvel
Pipe - Yiddish Folksongs from Galicia; The Folklorization of David Edelstadt's Song "Der Arbeter"; Letters,
Jerusalem Hebrew University of Jerusalem 1971, edited by Dov and Meyer Noy.
Bob Rothstein was able to verify that the melody for this song was published along with the lyrics as:
"Ver hot dikh geheysn khasene hobn" (with melody) is #69 (p. 183) in the Pipe collection of
Yiddish Folksongs from Galicia (Volume II of Folklore Research Center Studies), where it's
categorized as a mishpokhe-lid. There's also a footnote about it on p. 312.” [see next page for melody]
As an aside, Binyomin Ginzberg mentioned that a song with similar lyrics but a different melody is currently
sung at Hassidic weddings. It isn’t used for dancing. He describes this song as follows:
“a teasing song, where they gather around the groom and sing this to him, either after the last dance set while
standing on the dance floor, or else after the final Sheva Brachos, while he's seated at the head table.
[Groom's name] hut shoyn khasene gehat 2x
keyner hot em nit geneyt
Er hot di kop aleyn fardreyt
[Groom's name] hut shoyn khasene gehat “
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Footnote:

The footnote referred to another section of the Folklore Research Center Studies journal that went into detail
about children’s games based on circles and the sher. The description seems to be about threading the
needle and then un-threading while singing the song. Paula Parsky has kindly translated that work as follows
below. It was part of a letter written by Zanvyl Pipe in 1936:

page 521 (original Yiddish text follows on page 5)
“It’s interesting that we also encounter the majority of games that we have included in our collection in
international children’s folklore. I have noticed our games are comparable to German, Russian, Polish,
Bosnian and ancient Greek games.
Aside from the foreign-speaking ones I have also utilized the Jewish children’s games from long ago and
games which were at times described in our classic literature. I will list the following examples:
Circle and dance games: The circle and dance games that were accompanied by little songs give us a picture
of the old time worship dances: a number of dance-games have remained in pieces from Jewish dances of the
past. The games are certainly for girls. The majority of circle and dance-games, and in general all the girls’
games are immediately recognizable. They distinguish themselves by their deliberateness and quietness.
They are less noisy. The circle and dance-games are certainly the first games when a child comes in direct
contact with other children; therefore the first social games.
Sherele: All children take each other by the hand. One hand is lowered and you turn through under the hand.
All the children are spun thus. Afterwards, they turn back and sing:
Who told you to get married?
Who told you to bury your head?
Nobody forced you
You alone did this to yourself (Dunialovitsh, sent by Feygl Kuznits). 3 (You didn’t know what you were doing)
The name “sherele” is a diminuitive form of the old-time sher or shir that used to be danced by two facing
lines. While singing, they would approach each other and then move back.
This dance itself is reminiscent of one of the dance figures from the old Polish national dance, the Polonnaise.
The accompanying song: several stanzas are evident from a larger wedding song (variants: Bastomski
sources, p. 76, 3-14; Pokravski, p. 125).
Footnote Translation: Equivalent of the song 69 in this collection (according to Khanah, mother of SZP) and
the notes about it on p. 312. On the received lines "dikh" and "dir" Yudel Mark says, "A pair of very important
doubts of our present klal-shprakh (popular usage)," Yidish for All, Vol. 1 (1938), 233-44, 265-72/ And
especially pp. 244, 265 (there are also Noyekh Priludski's notes about the root of "heysn").
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About Shmuel Zanvel Pipe
The YIVO encyclopedia http://www.yivoencyclopedia.org/article.aspx/Pipe_Shmuel_Zaynvl provides
information about Shmuel Zanvel Pipe (1907-1943), who collected the information about the Children’s Sher
Game. A tailor by trade born in Sanok, Central Galicia, Pipe had a passion for collecting Yiddish folklore.
Some of his work was published during his lifetime. Other items were included in letters that he wrote between
1927 & 1941, that were published after his death. He was a victim of the holocaust at the young age of 36.
See next page for Yiddish text.
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